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OPTIMAL LEARNING FOR STOCHASTIC OPTIMIZATION WITH
NONLINEAR PARAMETRIC BELIEF MODELS
XINYU HE∗ AND WARREN B. POWELL†
Abstract. We consider the problem of estimating the expected value of information (the knowl-
edge gradient) for Bayesian learning problems where the belief model is nonlinear in the parameters.
Our goal is to maximize some metric, while simultaneously learning the unknown parameters of
the nonlinear belief model, by guiding a sequential experimentation process which is expensive. We
overcome the problem of computing the expected value of an experiment, which is computation-
ally intractable, by using a sampled approximation, which helps to guide experiments but does not
provide an accurate estimate of the unknown parameters. We then introduce a resampling process
which allows the sampled model to adapt to new information, exploiting past experiments. We show
theoretically that the method converges asymptotically to the true parameters, while simultaneously
maximizing our metric. We show empirically that the process exhibits rapid convergence, yielding
good results with a very small number of experiments.
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1. Introduction. We consider the following problem: we have a function over
a finite number of alternatives, where the expression of the function is known except
for some unknown parameters. Our goal is both to learn the correct parameters and
to find the alternative that maximizes the function. Information can be collected by
measuring the function value at any chosen alternative. However, the measurements
are noisy and expensive, and we only have a limited budget to evaluate these alter-
natives. After exhausting the budget, we have to provide the best estimate of the
unknown parameters and identify the best alternative to maximize our metric.
The optimization of functions with noisy measurements has been broadly studied
in the stochastic search community. [27] provides an extensive review of different
methods for stochastic search. Some commonly used algorithms include gradient
estimation [12], response surface methodology [3], and metaheuristics such as tabu
search and genetic algorithms ([24], also see [4] for more on metaheuristics). These
methods are usually designed for functions that are relatively easy to evaluate, while
our focus is on problems where a function evaluation is expensive (and we do not have
access to derivatives).
One of the main challenges of the problems with expensive experiments is known
as “exploration vs exploitation” (see Chapter 12 of [25]), which requires a balance of
exploiting the current optimal solutions and exploring with uncertain outcomes to
learn the problem. Specifically, for a finite number of alternatives, some heuristics to
strike this balance include epsilon-greedy ([29], also see [26] for convergence analysis),
interval estimation [21], and Chernoff interval estimation [28]. These methods usually
perform well on small problems but have scaling issues in higher dimensions. More
sophisticated methods to collect information efficiently include Gittins indices [13],
upper confidence bound methods [2], and expected improvement ([20], also see [14]
for recent work).
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This problem is an extension of the ranking and selection (R&S) problem (see [22,
18] and the references cited there), which focuses on finding the optimal alternative,
as opposed to learning the values of an underlying, parametric belief model. There
have been two major approaches to R&S problems: the frequentist approach and the
Bayesian approach. The frequentist approach assumes that information only comes
from observations and uses the distribution of the observed data to estimate the
parameters (see, e.g., [16, 22, 1]). The Bayesian approach begins with a probabilistic
belief model about the true parameters which are updated as new observations are
collected (see, e.g., [5, 8]). For the Bayesian approach, there are mainly two directions:
the Optimal Computing Budget Allocation (OCBA) (see, e.g., [6, 5, 17]), which tries
to maximize the posterior probability of correct selection, and the Value of Information
(VoI) procedures (see, e.g., [9, 10]), which maximizes the improvement in a single
experiment. Below we give a brief review of the VoI procedures, with special attention
given to the knowledge gradient [10].
Since every experiment is expensive or time consuming (consider for example,
the laboratory experiments in materials science that might take days or weeks), it
is important to maximize the value of each measurement. [15] proposes the idea of
computing the marginal value of information from a single experiment. Based on
this, [10] extends the idea using the Bayesian approach, and presents the Knowledge
Gradient (KG) policy. It analyzes the case where all alternatives are independent,
and also proves that KG is the only stationary policy that is both myopically and
asymptotically optimal. [11] adapts the knowledge gradient to handle correlations
in the beliefs about discrete alternatives. Both [10] and [11] use lookup table be-
lief models, and become computationally expensive when the number of alternatives
becomes large, as typically happens when an experimental choice involves multiple
dimensions. [23] is the first paper that studied KG using a parametric belief model.
It assumes that the belief model is linear in some unknown parameters, and imposes
the uncertainty of the function values onto the parameters. This strategy reduces the
number of parameters to be estimated from the number of alternatives (required by
a lookup table belief model) to a much lower-dimensional parameter vector. While
the knowledge gradient is easy to compute for belief models that are linear in the
parameters, nonlinear belief models are computationally intractable. [7] studies the
more general nonlinear parametric model, and proposes the Knowledge Gradient with
Discrete Priors (KGDP), which overcomes the computational issues, but requires that
we represent the uncertainty about the unknown parameters using a finite number of
samples, where one of the samples has to be the true parameter. KGDP is able to
handle any nonlinear belief model, but the assumption that one of the candidates is
correct (we refer to this assumption later as the truth from prior assumption) seems
too strong in most real world settings, especially when the parameters have four or
more dimensions. Moreover, [7] also fails to give any theoretical proof of convergence
of KGDP given the truth from prior assumption.
In this paper, we present a resampling algorithm that works with KGDP to find
not only the best alternative but also the correct parameters without the assumption of
one candidate being the truth. We start with several potential candidates, and use the
information from the measurements to guide resampling and discover more probable
candidates. Regarding the objective of finding the correct parameter, we propose a
new metric for calculating the knowledge gradient that minimizes the entropy of the
candidate parameters. We also prove the convergence of both the non-resampling
(with truth from prior) and the resampling KGDP algorithms. In the experimental
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section, we apply our algorithm to a real problem in materials science: optimizing the
kinetic stability of an experimental problem involving the control of a water-oil-water
(W/O/W) nano emulsion [7]. Compared with [7], our algorithm shows significant
improvements.
In order to find the correct parameter, we need to deal with the parameter space
(denoted as θ space) besides the alternative space (denoted as x space). Here arises
a dual problem: in x space, we solve a maximization problem to figure out which
alternative maximizes some performance metric (strength, conductivity, reflexivity);
in θ space, we solve another optimization problem to locate the most promising can-
didates. The second optimization problem is solved via minimizing the mean square
error (MSE).
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first optimal learning paper that ad-
dresses the dual problems of objective maximization with parameter identification for
problems with parametric belief models (other literatures with similar dual-objective
formulations usually assume that experiments are inexpensive, e.g, [19]). Previous pa-
pers only concentrate on discovering the optimal alternative, but in many real world
situations, scientists also care about getting accurate estimates of the parameters. For
example, materials scientists may want to know both the tunable variables of an ex-
periment (such as the temperature, the pressure, and the density), and some unknown
and uncontrollable parameters, which can help them understand the intrinsic nature
of the physical phenomena. Our work in this paper provides a powerful solution to
this issue.
This paper makes the following major contributions:
• We present a resampling algorithm in the parameter space, which works with
the optimal learning methods in the alternative space, to discover both the
optimal alternative and the correct parameters.
• We propose a new metric to calculate the knowledge gradient, which focuses
on reducing the uncertainty of parameters by maximizing entropic loss.
• We prove the asymptotic optimality of both the nonresampling (with truth
from prior) and the resampling algorithms using either traditional function
oriented metric or our new entropy oriented metric.
• We show experimentally that our resampling algorithm has impressive perfor-
mance in both finding the optimal alternative and estimating the parameters.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the principles of optimal
learning based on maximizing the value of information, along with the knowledge
gradient with discrete priors (KGDP) proposed in [7]. In Section 3, we introduce
the resampling algorithm as well as the entropy oriented metric for calculating the
knowledge gradient. Section 4 provides the asymptotic convergence proof of KGDP
without resampling under truth from prior assumption, and Section 5 proves asymp-
totic convergence of KGDP with resampling. We show empirical results on both a
simulated and a real-world problem in Section 6, and finally conclude in Section 7.
2. Knowledge Gradient for Nonlinear Belief Models. In this section, we
first review the ranking and selection problem along with the knowledge gradient
policy, and then introduce the model of Knowledge Gradient with Discrete Priors.
2.1. Ranking and Selection (R&S) Problem. Suppose we have a finite num-
ber of alternatives X = {x1, x2, ..., xM}. Each alternative x ∈ X is associated with a
true utility µx, which is presumed unknown to us. The goal is to determine the x that
has the largest utility through a budget of N sequential measurements. At time n (i.e,
after n measurements), suppose we decide to query alternative xn according to some
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policy, and our measurement is yˆn+1, where the superscripts imply that yˆn+1 will
be unknown until the (n + 1)-th measurement. We assume the inherent noise (Wn)
in each measurement follows a normal distribution with zero mean and variance σ2,
where σ is known to us. That is, for n = 0, 1, ..., N − 1,
yˆn+1 = µxn +W
n+1,
where Wn+1 ∼ N (0, σ2).
For each x ∈ X , we use θnx as our estimate of the true utility µx after n experi-
ments. Our goal is to select the x with the highest estimate after N measurements,
i.e.,
xN = argmax
x∈X
θNx .
2.2. Knowledge Gradient. Let Sn denote the state of knowledge at time n,
and let V n(Sn) be the value of information if we are in state Sn. In the R&S problem,
we have V n(Sn) = maxx′∈X θnx′ . The transition from S
n to Sn+1 occurs when we take
a measurement at xn = x and observe yˆn+1, with
V n+1(Sn+1(x)) = max
x′∈X
θn+1x′ (x).
At time n, θn+1x′ (x) is a random variable since it depends on the noise W
n+1. We
would like to maximize our expected incremental information from the next measure-
ment, which we call the knowledge gradient. At time n, the knowledge gradient of x
is defined as:
νKG,n(x) = En
[
V n+1(Sn+1(x))− V n(Sn)]
= En
[
max
x′∈X
θn+1x′ (x)|Sn = s, xn = x
]
− max
x′∈X
θnx′ .(2.1)
In each iteration, the Knowledge Gradient policy measures the alternative with
the largest knowledge gradient:
xKG,n = argmax
x∈X
νKG,n(x).
This is a myopic policy that maximizes the value of information from a single
experiment [10].
The knowledge gradient Equation (2.1) is easy to calculate when using a lookup
table belief model ([10] and [11]), or when the belief model is linear in the parameters
[23], with the form f(x; θ) = θ0 + θ1φ1(x) + ... + θnφn(x). We run into problems,
however, if the function is nonlinear in the parameter vector θ, since we have to incor-
porate the updating mechanism in the representation of θn+1x′ (x) in Equation (2.1).
When this is imbedded within both the maximum and expectation operator, the re-
sulting expression becomes computationally intractable. We address this issue in the
next section.
2.3. Knowledge Gradient with Discrete Priors (KGDP). The Knowledge
Gradient with Discrete Priors (KGDP) [7] is designed to handle parametric belief
models that are nonlinear in the parameters. Suppose we have a function f(x; θ),
where x is the alternative and θ represents the unknown parameters. The expression
of f(x; θ) is known to us except for the unknown θ. Let θ∗ denote the true parameter.
Our goal is to find the x that maximizes the true function f(x; θ∗). KGDP assumes
that f(x; θ∗) can be approximated as a convex combination of L candidates:
f(x; θ∗) ≈ f¯n(x) =
L∑
i=1
f(x; θi)p
n
i ,
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where θi’s are known as the candidates, with p
n
i ’s as their probabilities at time n.
KGDP requires that one of the candidates is equal to or very close to the truth.
We call this the truth from prior assumption, while its opposite, truth not from prior,
recognizes that the true θ may not belong to our sampled set. As we take measure-
ments, the θ’s are fixed, while the probabilities pi’s get updated after each iteration,
which means that the belief is naturally conjugate. The state variable Sn is defined
as the probability vector, Sn = (pn1 , p
n
2 , ..., p
n
L, ). The KGDP score of each alternative
x can be calculated according to Equation (2.1) (we review this formula in Section
3.5.1). We calculate the KGDP scores of all alternatives, and select the one with
the highest score to evaluate next. After we exhaust the budget, the true parame-
ters can be estimated by choosing the most probable candidate, i.e, θˆ∗ = θi, where
i = argmaxl∈[L] p
N
l .
KGDP provides a powerful approach to handling nonlinear parametric models if
we use a sampled belief model for the unknown parameters. However, the complexity
of KGDP grows quickly as the number of candidates increases. In the experiments
described in [7], it can handle at most tens of candidates. Moreover, the truth from
prior assumption may be a reasonable approximation if θ has one or two dimensions,
but in higher dimensions it is unlikely that this would be the case. This is particu-
larly problematic when we are interested in finding the best possible estimate of the
parameters themselves. For this reason, we propose a resampling algorithm that can
adaptively find more promising parameter candidates.
3. Optimal Learning for Parameters and Alternatives. Our dual-objective
optimization problem requires handling the alternative space and the parameter space
simultaneously. Note that while finding the best alternative and learning the best es-
timate of the parameter vector each have their own metrics, they are not conflicting
goals, since the best estimate of the parameters can lead to the best design.
Traditionally, the optimal learning literature has focused on optimizing some met-
ric such as choosing the best parameters to maximize the strength of a material or
minimize the number of defects. When we use parametric belief models, we can
achieve these goals by finding good estimates of the unknown parameters, and then
optimizing a (deterministic) nonlinear model based on the estimates. To capture the
value of learning the unknown parameters correctly, we can replace our original metric
with the entropy of the belief vector.
3.1. The Resampling Scheme. As in KGDP, we still keep a set of L candi-
dates, but they change over time. Let Ln = {θn1 , ..., θnL} denote the candidate set at
time n, and ~pn = {pn1 , ..., pnL} denote the probabilities. Assume that the true function
f(x; θ∗) can be approximated as
f(x; θ∗) ≈ f¯n(x) =
L∑
i=1
f(x; θni )p
n
i .
The candidates are no longer fixed and resampling happens periodically, in which
the least probable candidates get replaced by more probable ones according to the
whole history of experiments. Hence, we need to search two spaces: in the outer loop,
we work in the x space to collect as much information as possible; in the inner loop,
we search the θ space for more promising θ’s.
We use the following process for testing our resampling strategy. We start by
choosing a large sample of K (say K = 1, 000, 000) realizations of θ’s, and then
choose one of these as the truth. We call the K samples the large pool, denoted as
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K. Then, we choose a small sample set L as our sampled prior. The idea is that
with such a large base population, it will be very unlikely that one of the θ’s in our
sampled prior will be the truth (or even close to it).
As the candidates’ probabilities change over time, under certain conditions re-
sampling is triggered. We use mean square error (MSE) as the criterion to choose θ’s
in the resampling steps.
3.2. Mean Square Error (MSE) Formulation. We first introduce the formu-
lation of the MSE problem, which is equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) in Gaussion noise settings. Suppose that after n measurements, the history of
experimental results is Fn = σ{(x0, yˆ1), ..., (xn−1, yˆn)}. The likelihood of each θi is
given by:
L(θi|Fn) =
n∏
j=1
exp
(
− [yˆ
j − f(xj−1; θi)]2
2σ2
)
.
By taking the logarithm of L(θi|Fn), we have the MSE formula for θi as
MSE(θi|Fn) = 1
n
n∑
j=1
[yˆj − f(xj−1; θi)]2.
The idea is that each time resampling is triggered, we calculate the MSE of all θ’s
in the large pool K. Although K can be arbitrarily large, this calculation is considered
much faster and more efficient compared to the expensive physical experiments. Then
resampling is conducted in the sub-level set of the MSE function MSE(θ). We define
a threshold δ, and all θ’s with MSE smaller than δ form the sub-level set Sn:
Sn = {θ ∈ K|MSE(θ|Fn) ≤ δ}.
Alternatively, we can define a small pool of a certain size R that contains the R
θ’s with the smallest MSE, namely
Sn = {θ ∈ K|MSE(θ|Fn) ≤MSER}.
where MSER denotes the value of the R-th smallest MSE. In other words, the small
pool Sn contains the most probable θ’s up to now. We resample from the small pool
a number of new candidates as needed.
On the one hand, this method rules out the majority of unlikely samples and
avoids exploring too large a space inefficiently; on the other hand, it supplies a small
pool containing sufficiently promising samples to resample from, thus providing plenty
of exploration compared with simply selecting the L samples with the smallest MSE.
3.3. Updating the Probabilities of Candidates. For candidate θni , sup-
pose its prior probability is pni . After the (n + 1)-th measurement given by yˆ
n+1 ∼
N (f(xn; θni ), σ2), the likelihood of yˆn+1 is given by
gY (yˆ
n+1|θ∗ = θni ) =
1√
2piσ
exp
(
− [yˆ
n+1 − f(xn; θni )]2
2σ2
)
.
By Bayes’ rule, the posterior probability is proportional to the prior probability
times the likelihood:
pn+1i ∝ gY (yˆn+1|θ∗ = θni )pni =
1√
2piσ
exp
(
− [yˆ
n+1 − f(xn; θni )]2
2σ2
)
pni .(3.1)
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After normalization, the updating rule of pi is given by
pn+1i =
exp
(
− [yˆn+1−f(xn;θni )]22σ2
)
pni∑L
l=1 exp
(
− [yˆn+1−f(xn;θnl )]22σ2
)
pnl
.(3.2)
After the (n + 1)-th measurement, if resampling is not triggered, pn+1i can be
updated as Equation (3.2) for i = 1, 2, ..., L. Otherwise, we should calculate the
likelihood of θi by all the previous measurements, given by
gY (yˆ
1, ..., yˆn+1|θ∗ = θn+1i ) =
n∏
j=0
exp
(
− [yˆ
j+1 − f(xj ; θn+1i )]2
2σ2
)
.(3.3)
Since initially all parameters are associated with equal probability, if resampling
happens at time (n+ 1), pn+1i is given by
pn+1i =
∏n
j=0 exp
(
− [yˆj+1−f(xj ;θn+1i )]22σ2
)
∑L
l=1
∏n
j=0 exp
(
− [yˆj+1−f(xj ;θ
n+1
l )]
2
2σ2
) ,(3.4)
where i and l index the set of candidates after resampling.
3.4. Resampling Procedure. Resampling is triggered under either of two con-
ditions: 1) the same set of candidates have been used for nresamp iterations; 2) more
than L/2 candidates have probabilities lower than . The resampling process goes as
follows.
1. When resampling is triggered, we first remove the candidates with low proba-
bilities. Denote the set as Lnrm:
Lnrm = {θ ∈ Ln|pn(θ) ≤ }.
Note that if pn(θ) >  for all θ ∈ Ln, we still select a small portion (say 1 or 2) of
the least probable ones as Lnrm. In this way, we can avoid getting stuck in a set of
unlikely candidates (for example, in an extreme case where we have L identical but
wrong candidates, we get stuck if not dropping anyone).
2. Then we calculate the MSE of each θ in the large pool by Equation (3.1), and
select R ones with the smallest MSE to form the small pool.
3. Next, calculate the likelihood of each θ in the small pool given by Equa-
tion (3.3). We then use the likelihoods as weights and do weighted sampling without
replacement to select |Lnrm| θ’s and add them to the candidate set.
4. Once the candidates are updated, we update their probabilities accordingly
using the whole measurement history according to Equation (3.4).
5. Finally, we check if the current set can still trigger the resampling conditions,
since the new set may still contain over L/2 candidates with probabilities lower than
. If not, resampling finishes. Otherwise, repeat the resampling process.
A detailed flowchart is given in Section 3.6.
3.5. Evaluation Metrics. We introduce two Knowledge Gradient related poli-
cies for choosing the next alternative to measure. Corresponding to our dual objec-
tives, they focus on maximizing the performance metric and learning the parameter
respectively. The first one, initially given in [7], is function value oriented and hence
denoted as KGDP-f . The second one, denoted as KGDP-H, focuses on minimizing
the entropy of the belief vector ~pn = {pn1 , ..., pnL}, which leads to a better estimate of
θ∗, from which we can then optimize the original function f(x; θ).
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3.5.1. KGDP-f . We can measure the expected incremental function value as
in [7], where the formula of the KGDP-f was originally given. At time n, we define
Sn as the probability vector (pn1 , ..., p
n
L), V
n(Sn) as the current largest estimate,
i.e, maxx∈X f¯n(x) (recall that f¯n(x) is our estimate of f(x; θ∗) at time n, given
by f¯n(x) =
∑L
i=1 f(x; θ
n
i )p
n
i ). Let p
n+1(x) represent the posterior probability after
measuring x. KGDP-f is calculated in [7] as:
νKGDP−f,n(x) =En
[
max
x′
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′)pn+1i (x)|Sn = s, xn = x
]
−max
x′
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′)pni
=
L∑
j=1
[∫
ω
max
x′
1
cj
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′) exp
(
− [fj(x)− fi(x) + ω]
2
2σ2
)
pni g(ω)dω
]
pnj
−max
x′
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′)pni ,(3.5)
where i and j index the candidates in Ln, cj =
∑L
i=1 exp
[
− (fj(x)−fi(x)+ω)22σ2
]
pni ,
g(ω) = 1√
2piσ
exp
(
− ω22σ2
)
, and fi(x) is short for f(x; θ
n
i ).
In each integral, let fj(x) + ω = yˆ, and the above equation can be simplified as
νKGDP−f,n(x) =
1√
2piσ
∫ +∞
−∞
max
x′
[
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′)pni exp
(
− [yˆ − fi(x)]
2
2σ2
)]
dyˆ
−max
x′
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′)pni ,(3.6)
where i indexes the candidates at time n. Compared with Equation (3.5) in [7],
Equation (3.6) is simpler for both calculation and theoretical proof.
In KGDP-f , our decision at time n is
xn = argmax
x∈X
νKGDP−f,n(x).
3.5.2. KGDP-H. Entropy is a metric to measure the uncertainty of unknown
data, which is widely used especially in information theory. The entropy of the can-
didates at time n is given by
H(pn1 , ..., p
n
L) = −
L∑
i=1
pni log p
n
i .
In KGDP-H, we measure the alternative that has the largest expected entropic
loss. Define the state variable Sn as the probability vector (pn1 , p
n
2 , ..., p
n
L, ), and let
V n(Sn) be the entropy. The KGDP-H score is given by
νKGDP−H,n(x) = En
[
L∑
i=1
pn+1i (x) log p
n+1
i (x)|Sn = s, xn = x
]
−
L∑
i=1
pni log p
n
i
=
L∑
j=1
(∫
ω
L∑
i=1
pn+1i|j (x, ω) log p
n+1
i|j (x, ω)g(ω)dω
)
pnj −
L∑
i=1
pni log p
n
i ,(3.7)
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where g(ω) = 1√
2piσ
exp
(
− ω22σ2
)
, and pn+1i|j (x, ω) is the probability of θi at time (n+1)
given that θj is the truth and the noise is ω, given by
pn+1i|j (x, ω) =
exp
[
− (fj(x)−fi(x)+ω)22σ2
]
pni∑L
k=1 exp
[
− (fj(x)−fk(x)+ω)22σ2
]
pnk
.
Alternatively, it can be written as
νKGDP−H,n(x) =
∫ +∞
−∞
L∑
i=1
pn+1i (x) log p
n+1
i (x) ·
1√
2piσ
(
L∑
i=1
pni exp
[
− (yˆ − fi(x))
2
2σ2
])
dyˆ
−
L∑
i=1
pni log p
n
i
=
1√
2piσ
∫ +∞
−∞
L∑
i=1
pni exp
[
− (yˆ − fi(x))
2
2σ2
]
log pn+1i (x)dyˆ −
L∑
i=1
pni log p
n
i ,(3.8)
where pn+1i (x) is given by Equation (3.2).
In KGDP-H, our decision at time n is
xn = argmax
x∈X
νKGDP−H,n(x).
After we exhaust the budget of N experiment, we give our estimates of the optimal
alternative xˆ∗ and parameters θˆ∗ by:
xˆ∗ = argmax
x∈X
f¯N (x) = argmax
x∈X
L∑
i=1
pNi f(x; θ
N
i ), θˆ
∗ = argmin
θ∈K
MSE(θ|FN ).
3.6. Detailed Flowchart. The detailed flow of the whole procedure is shown
in Algorithm 1, where the function select x(policy, ...) uses the designated policy to
select an alternative to measure. The flowchart of our experiment decision select x()
is shown in Algorithm 2. In select x(), besides the KGDP-f and KGDP-H poli-
cies, we also include three competing policies used in our experiments, namely (1)
Pure Exploration, which chooses xn randomly; (2) Pure Exploitation, which always
chooses the current best alternative; and (3) Max Variance (Max-Var), which picks
the alternative that has the largest variance under prior belief.
4. Convergence of KGDP without Resampling. By construction, KGDP-
f and KGDP-H are naturally the optimal myopic policy to find the optimal alter-
native and parameter (in terms of entropy) respectively. In this section, we show
that KGDP-f and KGDP-H with truth from prior are asymptotically optimal in the
non-resampling scenario, a result that was not shown in [7] where KGDP was first
introduced. In other words, as the budget N →∞, KGDP-f and KGDP-H will both
find the optimal alternative and the correct parameters.
We denote the finite set of alternatives as X . Define (Ω,F ,P) as the proba-
bility space, where Ω is the set of all possible measurement histories {(x0, yˆ1), ...,
(xN−1, yˆN )}, and F is the σ-algebra generated by the history. In this section, N =∞.
To prove asymptotic optimality, we first show that if an alternative x is measured
infinitely often, we can learn its true function value almost surely. As N goes to
infinity, there will be a subset of alternatives that are evaluated infinitely often. We
prove that under KGDP-f or KGDP-H policy with truth from prior, f(x, θ∗) is the
9
Algorithm 1 Flow of the resampling algorithm
Input: Budgets: N ; Alternatives: X = {x1, ..., xM}; Noise: σ; Large pool: K; Smaller
pool size: R; Number of candidates: L;; Resample stepsize: nresamp; Threshold for
probability: ; and the policy to select xn.
Output: Estimate of the optimal alternative: xˆ∗, estimate of parameters: θˆ∗.
1: Choose L samples out of K randomly.
2: Set p01 = ... = p
0
L =
1
L
.
3: for n = 0 to N − 1 do
4: xn = select x(policy,X , ~pn,Ln).
5: Take a measurement: yˆn+1.
6: Update each pi using:
pn+1i =
exp[− (yˆn+1−fi(x))2
2σ2
]∑L
l=1 exp[− (yˆ
n+1−fl(x))2
2σ2
]pnl
pni .
7: if n+ 1 ≡ 0 mod (nresamp) or |{pn+1i ≥ }| ≥ L/2 then
8: Calculate MSE for all the K samples.
9: Construct Sn as the set of R θ’s with the smallest MSE.
10: Calculate the likelihood of each θ in Sn.
11: Construct Lnrm as the set of θ’s to be removed, and set pn+1i = 0 for θi ∈ Lnrm.
12: while min(pn+1) ≤  do
13: Find candidates with pn+1 ≤  and remove them.
14: Select |Lnrm| θ’s from Sn by weighted sampling without replacement according to
their likelihoods.
15: Update posterior probabilities for all the L new θ’s:
pn+1i =
∏n
j=0 exp[−
(yˆj+1−f(xj ;θn+1i ))2
2σ2
]∑L
l=1
∏n−1
j=0 exp[−
(yˆj+1−f(xj ;θn+1
l
))2
2σ2
]
.
16: end while
17: end if
18: end for
19: return xˆ∗ = argmaxx∈X
∑L
i=1 p
N
i f(x; θ
N
i ), θˆ
∗ = argminθ∈KMSE(θ|FN ).
only function that fits the true function values of this subset. To show this, we reveal
the nonnegativity of KGDP-f and KGDP-H scores, and the fact that any alternative
measured infinitely often has its KGDP-f and KGDP-H scores converge to 0. Then
we use proof by contradiction. Assume f(x, θ∗) is not the only function inferred by
the infinitely measured alternatives. Then there exists at least an x measured for a
finite number of times. We claim that it has positive KGDP-f and KGDP-H scores
in the limit. This is contrary to the fact that either KGDP-f or KGDP-H policy
chooses the alternative with the largest score.
We begin by showing that if we measure a point x infinitely often, the correct
function value at x will be found almost surely:
Lemma 4.1. Let Nn(x) be the number of measurements taken on x when the total
number of measurements is n. If Nn(x) → ∞ as n → ∞, then for ∀l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}
such that f(x; θl) 6= f(x; θ∗), pnl → 0 almost surely, i.e, P(limn→∞ pnl = 0) = 1.
The rigorous proof of Lemma 4.1 comes from the strong law of large numbers
(shown in Appendix).
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Algorithm 2 Choose the next alternative xn.
Input: Policy: Pure Exploration, Pure Exploitation, Max-Var, KGDP-f , KGDP-H; Al-
ternatives: X = {x1, ..., xM}; Probability vector ~pn = {pn1 , ..., pnL}; L candidates
Ln = {θn1 , ..., θnL}.
Output: The alternative to measure next: xn.
1: switch (policy)
2: case KGDP-f:
3: xn = argmaxx∈X ν
KGDP−f,n(x).
4: case KGDP-H:
5: xn = argmaxx∈X ν
KGDP−H,n(x).
6: case Pure Exploration:
7: xn = rand({x1, ..., xM}).
8: case Pure Exploitation:
9: xn = argmaxx∈X f¯
n(x).
10: case Max-Var:
11: xn = argmaxx∈X
∑L
j=1 pj [f(x; θ
n
j )− f¯n(x)]2.
12: end switch
13: return xn.
We define the set of the almost sure events as Ω0. For any ω ∈ Ω, we denote
the set of alternatives as X∞(ω) that are measured infinitely often. Hence, for any
ω ∈ Ω0 and any x ∈ X∞(ω), we have pn(θ∗)(ω)→ 1.
We hope that we can learn θ∗ via X∞. To achieve this goal, we first study some
properties of KGDP-f and KGDP-H scores. We start by showing that the value of
information for both objectives is always nonnegative:
Lemma 4.2. For ∀n ≥ 0,∀x ∈ X , the KGDP-f score νKGDP−f,n(x) ≥ 0.
Equality holds if and only if (1) there exists x′ such that x′ ∈ argmaxx f(x; θi) for all
i such that pni > 0, or (2) all functions with p
n > 0 have the same value at x.
Lemma 4.3. For ∀n ≥ 0,∀x ∈ X , the KGDP-H score νKGDP−H,n(x) ≥ 0.
Equality holds if and only if all functions with pn > 0 have the same value at x.
Proof. [Sketch of proof for Lemma 4.2 and 4.3] (See Appendix for full proof.)
First, we show En
[
pn+1i (x)
]
= pni . Then, applying Jensen’s inequality will give us the
nonnegativity of both KGDP-f and KGDP-H.
According to Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3, KGDP-f equals 0 in only two cases:
(1) either when the functions are aligned, in which case νKGDP,n(x) = 0 for all x, (2)
or when the functions with nonzero probabilities have the same value at x, in which
case νKGDP,n(x) = 0 for this particular x. However, KGDP-H equals 0 only in the
second case.
We then show that for any x measured infinitely often, its KGDP-f and KGDP-H
scores also go to zero:
Lemma 4.4. For ∀ω ∈ Ω0 and x ∈ X∞(ω), we have limn→∞ νKGDP−f,n(x)(ω) =
0, and limn→∞ νKGDP−H,n(x)(ω) = 0.
Intuitively, as we measure x infinitely often and learn the true value gradually,
the condition for both KGDP-f and KGDP-H being 0 is satisfied (by Lemma 4.2
and 4.3). The full proof, as shown in Appendix, reveals the fact that given a fixed
x, νKGDP−f (x) and νKGDP−H(x) are both uniformly continuous in the probability
vector space ~pn = (pn1 , ..., p
n
L). Combined with the convergence result of p
n
i shown by
Lemma 4.1, we conclude νKGDP−f (x) and νKGDP−H(x) also converge to 0.
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For any subset of alternatives, if it is sufficient to infer θ∗ by fitting the true
function values of the subset, we call it a sufficient set :
Definition 4.5. We define a sufficient set Xs ⊂ X as follows: for ∀θ 6= θ∗, there
exists x ∈ Xs such that f(x; θ) 6= f(x; θ∗).
In other words, a sufficient set Xs is a subset of X upon which we can distinguish
θ∗ from all the others. Alternatively, for any subset Xs = {x1, ..., xm} ⊂ X , if f(x; θ∗)
is the only function that fits the m points (x1, f(x1; θ
∗)), ..., (xm, f(xm; θ∗)), then
Xs is a sufficient set. Obviously, the largest sufficient set is X . An example of an
insufficient set is that, if all functions have the same values at {x1, ..., xm}, then this
is not a sufficient set.
We show that under KGDP-f or KGDP-H policy, we measure a sufficient set
almost surely:
Lemma 4.6. For any ω ∈ Ω0, the alternatives measured infinitely often under the
KGDP-f or KGDP-H policy constitute a sufficient set.
Proof. [Sketch of proof] (See full proof in Appendix.) If X∞(ω) is not a sufficient
set, then at least another function other than f(x; θ∗) fits X∞(ω). Hence, there exists
x /∈ X∞(ω) such that this function has different values from f(x; θ∗). We can prove
that for this x, limn→∞ νKGDP−f,n(x)(ω) > 0, and limn→∞ νKGDP−H,n(x)(ω) > 0.
This is contrary to the fact that KGDP-f or KGDP-H will not measure any x out of
X∞(ω) after a finite number of times.
Using the previous lemmas, we can conclude with the following asymptotic opti-
mality result:
Theorem 4.7. Non-resampling KGDP-f with truth from prior is asymptotically
optimal in finding both the optimal alternative and the correct parameter. The same
holds for KGDP-H.
The detailed proofs of Lemma 4.2 - 4.6 and Theorem 4.7 are given in Appendix.
5. Convergence of KGDP with Resampling. We now establish the impor-
tant result that the resampling algorithm converges to the true optimal solution, both
in terms of identifying the right parameter θ∗ as well as the optimal design x∗.
As we move from the non-resampling case to the resampling one, the difference
is that the candidates are no longer fixed, and θ∗ is not guaranteed to be one of the
candidates.
Note that the nonnegativity of the knowledge gradient established in Lemma 4.2
and 4.3 still holds in the resampling case, regardless of whether the candidates include
the truth or not.
Unlike the non-resampling case, we have two probability spaces here. One is still
(Ω,F ,P) as above, defined on the measurement history, while the other one describes
the randomness of selecting candidates in the resampling process. We denote the
latter as (Ωθ,Fθ,Pθ), where Ωθ is the set of all possible selection combinations of the
L candidates in N iterations (in this section, N = ∞). The full probability space,
denoted as (Ωf ,Ff ,Pf ), is the product space of (Ω,F ,P) and (Ωθ,Fθ,Pθ). We use ω
to represent an element in Ω and ωθ in Ωθ.
Let K denote the large pool, i.e, the set of the K θ’s. We can adapt the concept
of a sufficient set by considering the entire set K. For a subset of alternatives Xs ⊂ X ,
if f(x; θ∗) is the only function among all the K functions that fits the true values of
alternatives in Xs, we call it a sufficient set.
Unlike the non-resampling case, since the candidates may keep changing, the limit
of a particular pni may not exist. However, if we regard the whole K as the candidate
set and consider the probability of each θ, then Lemma 4.1 still holds, demonstrating
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that infinite measurements on x give its true value. We define Ω1 as the set of almost
sure events in Ω for Lemma 4.1 to hold.
Lemma 5.1. For any ω ∈ Ω1, the alternatives measured infinitely often under
the KGDP-f or KGDP-H policy constitute a sufficient set. We denote this set as
X∞(ω).
Proof. [Sketch of proof] (See Appendix for full proof.) Assume the contrary.
Then there exists at least one θ 6= θ∗, such that f(x; θ) = f(x; θ∗) for any x ∈ X∞(ω).
Denote the set of such θ’s as K′. We can show that for this fixed ω, the event happens
infinitely often that at least two θ’s out of K′
⋃{θ∗} are included in the candidate
set. At these times, we can further show that there exists an x /∈ X∞(ω) and  > 0
such that νKGDP−f,n(x) >  and νKGDP−H,n > , while on the other hand, for any
x ∈ X∞(ω), limn→∞ νKGDP−f,n(x) = 0 and limn→∞ νKGDP−H,n(x) = 0. This is
contradictory to the fact that any x /∈ X∞(ω) is measured for a finite number of
times.
Lemma 5.1 implies the following theorem, which is also our main result in this
section:
Theorem 5.2. Resampling KGDP-f is asymptotically optimal in finding the
optimal alternative and the correct parameter. The same holds for KGDP-H.
Proof. [Sketch of proof] (See Appendix for full proof.) The crucial step is to
show that for any ω ∈ Ω1, there exists time T (ω), such that θ∗ always appears
in the candidate set after T (ω) with probability 1. Note that this probability is
calculated in the (Ωθ,Fθ,Pθ) space. Extending this result to the full probability
space (Ωf ,Ff ,Pf ) = (Ω,F ,P) × (Ωθ,Fθ,Pθ), we can see that limn→∞ pn(θ∗) = 1
happens with probability 1.
6. Empirical Results. We study an asymmetric unimodal problem as a bench-
mark function, and another material science problem, known as the nanoemulsion
problem in a water-oil-water (W/O/W) model.
We mainly demonstrate results from the following aspects:
• The visualization of the resampling process, including the evolution of the
candidates, small pool, and approximated function f¯n(x);
• The performance of resampling KGDP-f and KGDP-H, both in relation to
each other and their absolute performance in terms of different metrics;
• The relative performance of resampling KGDP-f and KGDP-H policies ver-
sus competing policies;
• The comparison of resampling and non-resampling KGDP methods;
• The empirical rate of convergence under different noise and dimensionality
settings.
We feel that the rate of convergence result is the most important.
6.1. An Asymmetric Unimodal Benchmark Function. We study a multi-
dimensional benchmark function, which produces a wide range of asymmetric, uni-
modular functions with heteroscedastic noise, which we have found to be a challenging
class of test problems. The function is given by
f(x1, ..., xk) =
k∑
i=1
η1,iE[min(xi, (D −
i−1∑
j=1
xj)
+)]−
k∑
i=1
η2,ixi,
where x1, ..., xk are the decision vector, D is a uniformly distributed random variable,
η1,i are fixed constants, and η2,i are unknown parameters. In the following experi-
ments, we fix the variance of D, but set its mean as well as η2,i’s as parameters (θ),
which results in a (k + 1)-dimensional problem.
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6.1.1. Illustration of the Resampling Process. We first show the results of
resampling KGDP-f in two-dimensional cases, where we can plot the θ space.
Figure 6.1 shows the evolution of the small pool and the L candidates in θ space
in the first several iterations of a realization of the problem. In these images, the
horizontal and vertical axes represent θ1 and θ2 respectively, with color indicating the
values of MSE. The red pentagon shows where the truth θ∗ is located, while the white
star indicates the θ with the smallest MSE in the large pool. The region circled by
the red line is the range of the small pool. The green squares indicate the locations of
the candidates, and the sizes are proportional to their probabilities. Note that these
images have been scaled to show more detail. We can see that the small pool shrinks
quickly towards around θ∗, and the θ with the smallest MSE as well as the candidates
also converges to θ∗ within only a few iterations.
6.1.2. Comparison of Different Policies to Choose xn. We use the oppor-
tunity cost (OC) to evaluate the performance of various policies from the alternative
perspective. OC is defined as the difference between the values at our estimated
optimal x and the true optimal x, i.e.,
OC(n) = max
x∈X
f(x; θ∗)− f(argmax
x∈X
f¯n(x); θ∗).
To normalize the opportunity cost, we define as the percentage OC the ratio with
respect to the optimal function value, i.e.:
OC%(n) =
maxx∈X f(x; θ∗)− f(argmaxx∈X f¯n(x); θ∗)
maxx∈X f(x; θ∗)
.
We define the noise level as the ratio of the noise standard deviation to the range
of the true function, i.e, σmaxx f(x;θ∗)−minx f(x;θ∗) . When we say the noise is 20%, we
mean this ratio is 20%.
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Fig. 6.1: Illustration of resampling in θ space (Iterations 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9) (5,7,9 are
zoomed in).
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Figure 6.2 shows the comparison of the five policies in three dimensional settings.
The subimages correspond to 5%, 20% and 50% of noise from left to right. We can
see that KGDP-f and KGDP-H are among the best under different noise levels. We
have similar results for two- and five-dimensional cases, too.
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Fig. 6.2: OC% of different policies for three-dimensional θ (5%, 20% and 50% noise from
left to right).
6.2. Application in W/O/W Nanoemulsion Stability Study. We study
the same problem of water-oil-water(W/O/W) nanoemulsion stability as in [7], and
repeat its experiments using the original non-resampling KGDP and our resampling
KGDP methods to compare the results.
The problem studies controlled payload delivery using water-oil-water (W/O/W)
double nanoemulsions, which depicts the delivery of payload molecules from the in-
ternal water droplet, surrounded by a larger droplet of oil, to the external water.
This process is performed via laser excitation and controlled by several experimental
variables. We can model the stability of this process as a function f(x; θ) that is non-
linear in θ (as well as x). x is a five-dimensional control variable and includes variables
such as the initial volume of the external water, the initial volume fraction of the oil
droplets, and the diameter of the oil droplets. θ includes seven dimensions, represent-
ing the unknown parameters that appear in the formulation, such as the energy barrier
for flocculation, the rate prefactor for coalescence and droplet adsorption/desorption
energy barrier difference. Our goal is to conduct a series of experiments to learn the
optimal setting (x) to achieve the best stability, and also to learn the correct unknown
parameters θ. A more detailed introduction and formulation of this problem can be
found in [7].
In order to be consistent with [7], we fix three dimensions of x and create a
finite set of alternatives using the other two dimensions. For θ, we study 1) a three
dimensional case and 2) a seven dimensional one in our experiments. Remember that
the dimensionality of θ is more important than the dimensionality of x, since we
always have finite samples of x.
6.2.1. Three Dimensional θ. Figure 6.3 shows the comparison of the various
policies in terms of OC% under 50% of noise. The left image is a comparison across the
five policies, while the right one compares the resampling method with non-resampling
KGDP in [7].
The left image indicates that Max-Var, KGDP-f and KGDP-H are among the
best, showing very close performance. The right image compares: (1) the orange
curve: the non-resampling KGDP-f with truth from prior, which is the ideal case;
(2) the pink curve: the non-resampling KGDP-f with truth not from prior, which is
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Fig. 6.3: OC% of different policies in three-dimensional nanoemulsion (50% noise).
what happens with truth not from prior using [7]; (3) the black curve: resampling
KGDP-f ; and (4) the green curve: resampling KGDP-H. We can see that (2) gets
stuck after a few iterations, while our resampling methods using either KGDP-f or
KGDP-H are both able to find the more probable parameters and approach the ideal
case gradually.
We have shown the performance of our resampling algorithm in finding the best
alternative in terms of OC%. To show its performance in learning the parameters, we
denote our best estimate of θ∗ as θˆ∗, and calculate:
(1) the mean square error of f(x; θ∗) and f(x; θˆ∗), defined as (remember M is
the size of X ):
fMSE =
1
|X |
∑
x∈X
|f(x; θ∗)− f(x; θˆ∗)|2,
(2) or the error of a particular dimension of θ, say |θ∗1 − θˆ∗1 |.
Note that in method (2), we do not calculate the error of all dimensions as
||θ∗ − θˆ∗||. This is because different dimensions of θ may have different units and
follow various distributions, hence it is meaningless to sum up the errors of different
dimensions. Moreover, in a higher dimensional problem, some dimensions may con-
verge more quickly than others, and while the entire vector converges in aggregate,
individual dimensions may converge more slowly than others.
We show the MSE and error of θ in Figure 6.4. In the first image, we calculate
fMSE , and plot
√
fMSE
maxx f(x;θ∗)−minx f(x;θ∗) . and the other three show |θ∗1 − θˆ∗1 |, |θ∗2 − θˆ∗2 |
and |θ∗3 − θˆ∗3 |, respectively. Note that in this example, the second dimension seems
less important than the other two. We also have similar results under 20% of noise.
6.2.2. Seven Dimensional θ. In a seven-dimensional case, Figure 6.5 shows the
process of f¯n(x) approaching the true function, using resampling KGDP-f under 20%
noise. The four images in the second row are our approximations at n = 1, 10, 20, 45
respectively.
The result of OC% under 50% noise are shown in Figure 6.6. We have similar
results regarding learning the parameters as in three-dimensional cases.
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Fig. 6.4: Performance of resampling KGDP in finding θ in three-dimensional nanoemulsion
(50% noise).
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Fig. 6.5: Evolution of f¯n(x) (seven-dimensional θ, 20% noise).
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Fig. 6.6: OC% of different policies in seven-dimensional nanoemulsion (50% noise).
7. Conclusion. Optimal learning for nonlinear belief models has been an inter-
esting but difficult problem. With a belief model nonlinear in unknown parameters,
the knowledge gradient becomes computationally intractable if using continuous para-
menter space. In [7], the Knowledge Gradient with Discrete Priors (KGDP) model is
proposed, which uses a sampled representation of the parameter space. This method
works well when one of the sampled candidates is exactly the truth, but this would
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not happen in practice.
In this paper, we propose a resampling algorithm that cooperates with KGDP
to solve this problem. We no longer require that one of the candidates is correct,
but use the measurement history to guide resampling and discovering more probable
parameters in the parameter space. Within a small budget of noisy and expensive
experiments, our algorithm is capable of both finding the optimal alternative that
maximizes the value function, and narrow down the location of the unknown pa-
rameters. Experiments on both a synthetic benchmark function and a real world
materials science problem, known as the stability of W/O/W nanoemulsion problem,
have shown strong performance of our algorithm.
We recognize the duality of this optimization problem and manipulate in both
the alternative and the parameter spaces. Besides the idea of maximizing the value
function (denoted as KGDP-f) as used in previous optimal learning literatures, we
also put forward an entropy-oriented metric that works under the knowledge gradient
framework, which aims directly at lowering the uncertainty of the parameters (in
terms of entropy). Experiments show strong performance of both metrics.
We also prove the asymptotic optimality of KGDP-f and KGDP-H in both the
non-resampling with truth from prior case, and the resampling framework. That
means, given an infinite number of measurements, we are able to find both the opti-
mal alternative and the correct parameter. Hence, KGDP-f and KGDP-H are both
myopically and asymptotically optimal in learning the alternative and reducing pa-
rameter uncertainty respectively.
Appendix A.
Lemma 4.1. Let Nn(x) be the number of measurements taken on x when the total
number of measurements is n. If Nn(x) → ∞ as n → ∞, then for ∀l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}
such that f(x; θl) 6= f(x; θ∗), pnl → 0 almost surely, i.e, P(limn→∞ pnl = 0) = 1.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We prove the following claim first.
Claim 1: ∀m ∈ {1, ...,M}, let pn1 , pn2 , ..., pnL be the probabilities of the L θ’s after
n measurements at xm (i.e, we take n measurements only at x and nowhere else). For
∀ > 0, ∀l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L} such that f(xm; θl) 6= f(xm; θ∗), P(pnl < ) = 1, as n→∞.
Proof of Claim 1:
If we take n measurements at xm, suppose the results are {yˆ1, ..., yˆn}. Let fl =
f(xm; θl). Then p1, ..., pL are given by:
pnl =
∏n
j=1 exp[− (yˆ
j−fl)2
2σ2
]∑L
i=1
∏n
j=1 exp[− (yˆ
j−fi)2
2σ2
]
.
Let f∗ = f(xm; θ∗). Then yˆj ∼ N(f∗, σ2). Let Zj = yˆ
j−f∗
σ , then yˆ
j ∼ f∗ + σZj ,
Zj ∼ N(0, 1).
For any l such that fl 6= f∗,
pnl ≤
∏n
j=1 exp[− (yˆ
j−fl)2
2σ2
]∏n
j=1 exp[− (yˆ
j−f∗)2
2σ2
]
=
exp[−
∑n
j=1(yˆ
j−fl)2
2σ2
]
exp[−
∑n
j=1(yˆ
j−f∗)2
2σ2
]
=
exp[−
∑n
j=1(f
∗−fl+σZj)2
2σ2
]
exp[−
∑n
j=1(Z
j)2
2
]
= exp
(
−
∑n
j=1[(f
∗ − fl + σZj)2 − (σZj)2]
2σ2
)
= exp
(
−n(f
∗ − fl)2 + 2σ(f∗ − fl)
∑n
j=1 Z
j
2σ2
)
.(A.1)
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For any  > 0, exp
(
−n(f
∗−fl)2+2σ(f∗−fl)
∑n
j=1 Z
j
2σ2
)
< ⇒ pnl < , and therefore
{limn→∞ exp
(
−n(f
∗−fl)2+2σ(f∗−fl)
∑n
j=1 Z
j
2σ2
)
= 0} ⊆ {limn→∞ pnl = 0}. We show
that
P
[
lim
n→∞
exp
(
−n(f
∗ − fl)2 + 2σ(f∗ − fl)
∑n
j=1 Z
j
2σ2
)
= 0
]
= 1,
which implies the almost sure convergence of pnl .
By the strong law of large numbers,
∑n
j=1 Z
j
n
a.s.−−→ 0. That is, there exists Ωx,l ∈ Ω,
such that for ∀ω ∈ Ωx,l, limn→∞
∑n
j=1 Z
j(ω)
n = 0, and P(Ωx,l) = 1. Our goal is to show
that for ∀ > 0, ∀ω ∈ Ωx,l,
lim
n→∞
exp
(
−n(f
∗ − fl)2 + 2σ(f∗ − fl)
∑n
j=1 Z
j(ω)
2σ2
)
= 0.
Without loss of generality, we assume f∗ − fl ≥ 0. For ∀ω ∈ Ωx,l, there exists
N1 ∈ N such that for ∀n > N1,
∣∣∣∣∑nj=1 Zj(ω)n ∣∣∣∣ < f∗−fl4σ .
Therefore, for any n > N1, n
[
(f∗ − fl)2 + 2σ(f∗ − fl)
∑n
j=1 Z
j(ω)
n
]
> n · (f∗−fl)22 .
Hence, for ∀n > N1,
exp
(
−n(f
∗ − fl)2 + 2σ(f∗ − fl)
∑n
j=1 Z
j(ω)
2σ2
)
< exp
(
−n(f
∗ − fl)2
4σ2
)
.(A.2)
For ∀ > 0, there exists N2 such that for ∀n > N2, exp
(
−n(f∗−fl)24σ2
)
< .
Take N = max(N1, N2), we know that for ∀ω ∈ Ωx,l, ∀ > 0, there exists N > 0,
such that for ∀n > N ,
exp
(
−n(f
∗ − fl)2 + 2σ(f∗ − fl)
∑n
j=1 Z
j(ω)
2σ2
)
< .
Hence,
Ωx,l ⊆ { lim
n→∞
exp
(
−n(f
∗ − fl)2 + 2σ(f∗ − fl)
∑n
j=1 Z
j
2σ2
)
} ⊆ { lim
n→∞
pnl = 0}.
Since P(Ωx,l) = 1, we have P{limn→∞ pnl = 0} = 1. 
Back to Lemma 4.1, define Nn(x, j) as the actual time when we make the j-th
measurement on x (1 ≤ j ≤ Nn(x)). We have:
pnl =
∏n
j=1 exp[− (yˆ
j−f(xj−1;θl))2
2σ2
]∑L
i=1
∏n
j=1 exp[− (yˆ
j−f(xj−1;θi)2
2σ2
]
≤
∏n
j=1 exp[− (yˆ
j−f(xj−1;θl))2
2σ2
]∏n
j=1 exp[− (yˆ
j−f(xj−1;θ∗ )2
2σ2
]
=
∏
x∈X
∏Nn(x)
j=1 exp[− (yˆ
tn(x,j)−f(xj−1;θl))2
2σ2
]∏Nn(x)
j=1 exp[− (yˆ
Nn(x,j)−f(xj−1;θ∗ )2
2σ2
]
def
====
∏
x∈X
r(x)
=
∏
x∈{x:fl(x)=f∗(x)}
r(x)
∏
x∈{x:Nn(x)=∞,
fl(x)6=f(x;θ∗)}
r(x)
∏
x∈{x:Nn(x)6=∞,
fl(x)6=f(x;θ∗)}
r(x).
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The first item equals 1, and the third equals a constant number. For any ω ∈⋂
x∈X Ωx,l, the second item has limit as 0 by Claim 1. Since P(
⋂
x∈X Ωx,l) = 1 −
P(
⋃
x∈X Ω
c
x,l) > 1−
∑
x∈X P(Ωcx,l) = 1, we have pnl
a.s−→ 0.

Lemma 4.2. For ∀n ≥ 0,∀x ∈ X , the KGDP-f score νKGDP−f,n(x) ≥ 0. Equality
holds if and only if (1) there exists x′ such that x′ ∈ argmaxx f(x; θi) for all i such
that pni > 0, or (2) p
n
i = 0 if f(x; θi) 6= f(x; θ∗).
Proof of Lemma 4.2. Suppose at time n, the probabilities of our prior candi-
dates are (pn1 , p
n
2 , ..., p
n
L). Since max is a convex function, by Jensen’s inequality,
νKGDP,n(x) = En[max
x′
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′)pn+1i (x)|Sn = s, xn = x]−max
x′
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′)pni
≥ max
x′
E[
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′)pn+1i (x)|Sn = s, xn = x]−max
x′
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′)pni .
We show that ∀ x, x′, E[∑Li=1 fi(x′)pn+1i (x)|Sn = s, xn = x] = ∑Li=1 fi(x′)pni .
We know
E[
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′)pn+1i (x)|Sn = s, xn = x] =
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′)E[pn+1i (x)|Sn = s, xn = x].
Suppose the measurement at x is yˆ, we have
pn+1i (x) =
pni exp[− (yˆ−fi(x))
2
2σ2
]∑L
j=1 p
n
j exp[− (yˆ−fj(x))
2
2σ2
]
.
Based on our prior belief, the distribution of yˆ is:
yˆ ∼

N(f1(x; θ1), σ
2),with probability pn1
N(f2(x; θ2), σ
2),with probability pn2
...
N(fL(x; θL), σ
2),with probability pnL
Therefore,
E
[
pn+1i (x)
]
= E
 pni exp[− (yˆ−fi(x))22σ2 ]∑L
j=1 p
n
j exp[− (yˆ−fj(x))
2
2σ2
]

=
∫ ∞
−∞
L∑
k=1
pnk
pni exp[− (yˆ−fi(x))
2
2σ2
]∑L
j=1 p
n
j exp[− (yˆ−fj(x))
2
2σ2
]
1√
2pi
exp[− (yˆ − fk(x))
2
2σ2
]dyˆ
=
∫ ∞
−∞
1√
2pi
pni exp[− (yˆ − fi(x))
2
2σ2
]
∑L
k=1 p
n
k exp[− (yˆ−fk(x))
2
2σ2
]∑L
j=1 p
n
j exp[− (yˆ−fj(x))
2
2σ2
]
dyˆ
= pni
∫ ∞
−∞
1√
2pi
exp[− (yˆ − fi(x))
2
2σ2
]dyˆ
= pni .
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Hence, for any x and x′, E[
∑L
i=1 fi(x
′)pn+1i (x)|Sn = s, xn = x] =
∑L
i=1 fi(x
′)pni .
For any convex function f , the general form of Jensen’s inequality is Ef(X) ≥
f(EX). The equality of Jensen’s inequality requires that (1) f is linear on x, or (2)
X is constant. (1) and (2) are equivalent to the two conditions stated in Lemma 4.2
respectively:
For (1), max(X) is not a linear function in general, except in the aligned case as
stated in Lemma 4.2, Condition 1.
For (2), this is equivalent to the following statement: ∀ x′, ∑Li=1 f(x′; θi)pn+1i (x)
is constant on all possible measurement outcomes yˆ on x. This is further equivalent
to the statement that the pn+1i (x)’s are constants. According to the updating rule
given by Equation 3.2, this is equivalent to Condition 2 in Lemma 4.2.

Lemma 4.3. For ∀n ≥ 0,∀x ∈ X , the KGDP-H score νKGDP−H,n(x) ≥ 0. Equality
holds if and only if pni = 0 if f(x; θi) 6= f(x; θ∗).
Proof of Lemma 4.3. Suppose at time n, the probabilities of our prior candi-
dates are (pn1 , p
n
2 , ..., p
n
L). Since x log x is a convex function, by Jensen’s inequality,
νKGDP−H,n(x) = En[
L∑
i=1
pn+1i (x) log p
n+1
i (x)|Sn = s, xn = x]−
L∑
i
pni log p
n
i
=
L∑
i=1
En[pn+1i (x) log p
n+1
i (x)|Sn = s, xn = x]−
L∑
i
pni log p
n
i
≥
L∑
i=1
En
[
pn+1i (x)
]
logEn
[
pn+1i (x)
]− L∑
i
pni log p
n
i
= 0.
Since x log x is nonlinear, the only case for equality is that pn+1i (x) is a constant,
which means all functions with positive probability have the same value at x.

Lemma 4.4. For ∀ω ∈ Ω0, ∀x ∈ X ′(ω), we have limn→∞ νKGDP−f,n(x)(ω) = 0,
and
limn→∞ νKGDP−H,n(x)(ω) = 0.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. First, note that for fixed x and n, νKGDP−f,n(x) and
νKGDP−H,n(x) are functions of ~p = (pn1 , ..., p
n
L). In order to concentrate on ~p, we
pick any fixed ω ∈ Ω0, any fixed x ∈ X ′(ω), and then denote νKGDP−f,n(x) and
νKGDP−H,n(x) as νf (~p) and νH(~p). For this fixed x, we assume there are h (1 ≤ h ≤
L) functions equal to f(x; θ∗) at x. Without loss of generality, we assume they are
θ1, ..., θh. That is, f(x; θi) = f(x; θ
∗), for ∀i ∈ [h].
Let ~p0 = (0, 0, ..., 0, ph+1, ..., pL), where ph+1 + ... + pL = 1. By Lemma 4.2 and
Lemma 4.3, ~p0 meets the conditions for νf (~p) and νH(~p) to be 0. That is, νf (~p0) = 0,
νH(~p0) = 0.
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Obviously, νf (~p) and νH(~p) are continuous in ~p. We take νf (~p) as an example.
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′)pni exp
[
− (yˆ − fi(x))
2
2σ2
]
is continuous. Therefore, we know that
max
x′
(
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′)pni exp
[
− (yˆ − fi(x))
2
2σ2
])
is also continuous. Hence,
∫ +∞
−∞
max
x′
(
L∑
i=1
fi(x
′)pni exp
[
− (yˆ − fi(x))
2
2σ2
])
dyˆ is continuous, too. Then by
Equation 3.6, νf (~p) is continuous.
Since ~p is defined on a compact set, by the Heine-Cantor theorem, both νf (~p)
and νH(~p) are uniformly continuous. That is, for ∀ > 0, there exists δ > 0, such that
∀~p1 6= ~p2, |~p1 − ~p2| < δ, |νf (~p1)− νf (~p2)| < , |νH(~p1)− νH(~p2)| < .
For this ω ∈ Ω0 and x ∈ X ′(ω), since limn→∞ pni (ω) = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ h, there exists
N such that for ∀n > N , pni (ω) < δ/(L + 1). Let ~p′n = (0, ..., 0, pnh+1, ..., pnL−1, pnL +∑h
i=1 p
n
i ). Then vf (
~p′) = vH(~p′) = 0, and |~pn − ~p′n| <
√
h+ h2 · δL+1 < δ.
Therefore, νf ( ~pn) < , νH( ~pn) < , ∀n > N . Hence, for ∀ω ∈ Ω0, and x ∈ X ′(ω),
limn→∞ νKGDP−f,n(x) = 0, limn→∞ νKGDP−H,n(x) = 0.

Lemma 4.6. For any ω ∈ Ω0, the alternatives measured infinitely often under the
KGDP-f or KGDP-H policy constitute a sufficient set.
Proof of Lemma 4.6. Assume the contrary. For any ω ∈ Ω0, if X∞(ω) is not
a sufficient set, then there exist other θ’s that fit the true values of X∞(ω). Assume
there are h such θ’s, 1 ≤ h ≤ L. WLOG, assume they are θ1,...,θh. So for any l ∈ [h],
f(x; θl) = f(x; θ
∗), for ∀x ∈ X∞(ω).
By Lemma 4.1, for any h+ 1 ≤ l ≤ L, limn→∞ pnl (ω) = 0.
We now show that for any 1 ≤ l ≤ h, limn→∞ pnl (ω) > 0 exists.
For this ω, let Ln1 ,Ln2 , ...,LnL be the likelihood of the L θ’s according to the first
n measurements. Hence,
Lnl =
n∏
i=1
exp(− (yˆ
i
x − f(x; θl))2
2σ2
).
Let T be the last time that we measure any x out of X∞(ω). After time T , for
any l ∈ {1, 2, ..., h},
pnl (ω) =
Lnl∑h
m=1 Lnm +
∑h
m=1 Lnm
=
LTl
∏n
i=T+1 exp(− (yˆ
i
x−f(x;θ∗))2
2σ2
)∑h
m=1 LTm
∏n
i=T+1 exp(− (yˆ
i
x−f(x;θ∗))2
2σ2
) +
∑L
m=h+1 LTm
∏n
i=T+1 exp(− (yˆ
i
x−f(x;θm))2
2σ2
)
=
LTl∑h
m=1 LTm +
∑L
m=h+1 LTm
∏n
i=T+1
exp(− (yˆ
i
x−f(x;θm))2
2σ2
)
exp(− (yˆ
i
x−f(x;θ∗))2
2σ2
)
.
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In Proof of Lemma 4.1, we have shown that limn→∞
∏n
i=T+1
exp(− (yˆ
i
x−f(x;θm))2
2σ2
)
exp(− (yˆix−f(x;θ∗))2
2σ2
)
=
0. Therefore,
lim
n→∞
pnl (ω) =
LTl∑h
m=1 LTm
> 0 exists.
By Lemma 4.4, for ∀x ∈ X∞(ω), limn→∞ νKGDP−f,n(x)(ω) = 0,
limn→∞ νKGDP−H,n(x)(ω) = 0. For ∀x ∈ X∞(ω)c, limn→∞ νKGDP−f,n(x)(ω) > 0,
limn→∞ νKGDP−H,n(x)(ω) > 0. Since the KGDP-f (or KGDP-H) policy always
chooses the x with the largest KGDP-f (or KGDP-H) score, it will measure some
x ∈ X ′(ω)c after T , which is contradictory to our assumption.

Theorem 4.7. Non-resampling KGDP-f with truth from prior is asymptotically
optimal in finding both the optimal alternative and the correct parameter. The same
holds for KGDP-H.
Proof of Theorem 4.7. Under either KGDP-f or KGDP-H policy, for any
θl 6= θ∗, Lemma 4.6 implies that for any ω ∈ Ω0, there exists x ∈ X∞(ω) such
that f(x; θl) 6= f(x; θ∗). By Lemma 4.1, we have P(limn→∞ pnl = 0) = 1. That is,
P(limn→∞ pn(θ∗) = 1) = 1, and P(f¯(x) = f(x; θ∗)) = 1.

Lemma 5.1. For any ω ∈ Ω1, the alternatives measured infinitely often under the
KGDP-f or KGDP-H policy constitute a sufficient set. We denote this set as X∞(ω).
Proof of Lemma 5.1. For any ω ∈ Ω1, let T be the last time that we measure
any x out of X∞(ω).
Assume the contrary (thus T > 0). Since X∞(ω) is not a sufficient set, there
exists at least one θ ∈ K, θ 6= θ∗ such that f(x; θ) = f(x; θ∗) for ∀x ∈ X∞(ω). Denote
the set of these θ’s as K′.
Let Ln1 ,Ln2 , ...,LnK be the likelihood of the K θ’s according to the first n measure-
ments. If we regard K as the “candidate set” and let wn(θ) denote its “probability”,
then as Proof of Lemma 4.6 shows, for ∀θ ∈ K′⋃{θ∗}, limn→∞ wn(θ) = LTθ∑K
i=1 LTi
> 0.
For all other θ’s, by Lemma 4.1, limn→∞ wn(θ) = 0. wn(θ) is actually the weight of θ
when we do resampling. Hence, as n gets larger, θ’s in K′
⋃{θ∗} always rank higher
than others to enter the small pool (i.e, the sub-level set), from which we resample.
We refer to the event as An that at least two θ’s in K′
⋃{θ∗} are in the can-
didate set at time n. We first show that An happens infinitely often. That is,
Pθ(
⋂
m≥1
⋃
n≥mAn) = 1, where Pθ indicates the fact that this probability is cal-
culated in the (Ωθ,Fθ,Pθ) space.
There are two cases at a resampling step: (1) |Lrm| ≥ 1 or (2) |Lrm| = 1 (remem-
ber that Lrm is the set of candidates to remove). Since resampling happens infinite
often, at least either (1) or (2) happens infinitely often.
We first assume (1) happens infinitely often, indexed by a subsequence of times
{sn}. Let Bsn be the event that at time sn, two θ’s from K′
⋃{θ∗} are selected in
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the first draw. (Remember that we may have multiple draws if resampling keeps
being triggered. However, for n large enough, if two such θ’s are selected in the
first draw, they will not be dropped in this iteration. Hence, Bsn ⊂ Asn) Since
all wn(θ)’s have limits, we know limn→∞ Pθ(Bsn) > 0. Therefore,
∑∞
n=1 Pθ(Bsn) =
∞. On the other hand, for a fixed ω, wn(θ)’s are all decided, and therefore Bsn
are pairwise independent. By the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, the probability that Bsn
happens infinitely often, i.e, Pθ(
⋂
m≥1
⋃
sn≥mBsn) = 1. We know that Bsn is a subset
of Asn . Hence, Pθ(
⋂
m≥1
⋃
sn≥mAsn) = 1, and furthermore, Pθ(
⋂
m≥1
⋃
n≥mAn) = 1.
Otherwise, if (1) happens a finite number of times and (2) happens infinitely often
indexed by {tn}, we assume the contrary. That is, there exists time T2, such that
after T2, among the L candidates there is at most one θ ∈ K′
⋃{θ∗}. At time tn,
since |Lrm| = 1, by assumption, the other L−1 candidates must be identical, and the
newly drawn one must be the same as the other L− 1 ones. The probability that this
keeps happening from time tM to infinity, is limN→∞
∏N
n=M w
tn(θ) = 0. Therefore,
our assumption does not hold and An stills happens infinitely often!
Hence, for any fixed ω ∈ Ω1, with probability 1, we have the subsequence {qn(ω)},
such that at these times, the candidates contain at least two θ’s in K′
⋃{θ∗}, denoted
as θn1 and θ
n
2 . For any x ∈ X∞(ω), limn→∞ νKGDP−f,n(x)(ω) = 0,
limn→∞ νKGDP−H,n(x)(ω) = 0; while for any x such that f(x; θn1 ) 6= f(x; θn2 ) and
any qn, ν
KGDP−f,qn(x)(ω) > 0, νKGDP−H,qn(x)(ω) > 0. As there are only finite
combinations of θ1 and θ2 and each θ ∈ K′
⋂{θ∗} has a positive probability in the limit,
there exists  > 0, such that sup νKGDP−f,qn(x)(ω) > , νKGDP−H,qn(x)(ω) > .
Since qn can be larger than T , this is contradictory to the fact that KGDP-f or
KGDP-H will not measure any x out of X∞(ω) after time T .

Theorem 5.2. Resampling KGDP-f is asymptotically optimal in finding the opti-
mal alternative and the correct parameter. The same holds for KGDP-H.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. For any fixed ω ∈ Ω1, let Cn (Cn ∈ Fθ) be the set of
events that the L candidates includes θ∗ at time n.
By Lemma 5.1, θ∗ is the only parameter in K that fits X∞(ω). Assume {sn} is
the subsequence of times when resampling happens. Then Pθ(Csn) >
wsn (θ∗)(ω)∑K
i=1 w
sn
i (ω)
,
where the right hand side is the probability that θ∗ is chosen in the first draw.
We show Pθ(
⋃
m≥1
⋂
n≥m Cn) = 1, which means that θ
∗ is in the candidate set
for all but a finite number of times.
Since resampling only happens on {sn}, we know Pθ(
⋃
m≥1
⋂
n≥m Cn) =
Pθ(
⋃
m≥1
⋂
n≥m Csn). Intuitively, this means if after time T , every resampling step
chooses θ∗ for the candidate set, then θ∗ appears in the candidate set every iteration
after T .
For this fixed ω, we know
Pθ(Ccsn) = 1− Pθ(Csn) <
∑
θ∈K,θ 6=θ∗ w
sn(θ)∑
θ∈K w
sn(θ)
<
∑
θ∈K,θ 6=θ∗ w
sn(θ)
wsn(θ∗)
.
From proof of Lemma 4.1 (for detail, check out Equation (A.1) and (A.2)), for
this ω ∈ Ω1, we know there exists N1, such that for all n > N1 and any θ 6= θ∗,
wsn(θ)
wsn(θ∗)
< exp(−n (f
∗ − fl)2
4σ2
).
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Assume sup
l,x
(f∗−fl)2
4σ2 = ρ. Hence, for n > N1, Pθ(C
c
sn) < Ke
−nρ. Therefore,
∑
n≥1
Pθ(Ccsn) <
∑
n≥1
Pθ(Dcn) < N1 +
∑
n≥N1+1
Ke−nρ = N1 +K
e−(N1+1)ρ
(1− e−ρ) <∞.
By the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, Pθ(
⋂
m≥1
⋃
n≥m C
c
sn) = 0. Hence,
Pθ(
⋃
m≥1
⋂
n≥m Cn) = Pθ(
⋃
m≥1
⋂
n≥m Csn) = 1.
Hence, for any ω ∈ Ω1, with probability 1, there exists T (ω), such that for any
n ≥ T (ω), θ∗ is in the candidate set, and limn→∞ pn(θ∗)(ω) = 1.
This holds for every ω ∈ Ω1, hence, PΩ×Ωθ{limn→∞ pn(θ∗) = 1} = 1, where
PΩ×Ωθ indicates the probability in the full probability space (Ωf ,Ff ,Pf ), which is
the product space of (Ω,F ,P) and (Ωθ,Fθ,Pθ). Since we find θ∗ with probability 1,
we also find the optimal x with probability 1.

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